
start™

PROFESSIONAL ROOTZONE HEATING KIT

HOW IT WORKS

Upstart head unit is attached to your water 
heater. Hot water is pumped through BioTherm’s 
Roll’N Grow Mat. Plants are placed directly on 
the mat. The media temperature sensor tells the 
head unit when to cycle on & off to maintain 
optimum media temperature.

Why rzh?
Rootzone heating is a proven system for starting your plants and 
growing on. Plants respond to media temperature control with 
faster, more robust growth. *water heater not included

Start Your Own Plants With A Professional Hot 
Water Rootzone Heating System!

heats up to 500
sqft. of 

growing space

use a locally 
acquired hot 
water heater

system comes 
complete 

with a remote 
media sensor 
to control it

upstart
head unit

temperature
sensorwarm water gently

warms the roots

temperature sensor
sits in the media



what’s included

ROLL’N GROW
Roll’N Grow is an innovative hot water recirculating (closed loop) mat that rolls out like 
a carpet. The tubes are integrated with manifolds that provide balanced flow for 
perfectly-even heat transfer.

You can use up to 5 - 4’x25’ mats with 
each head unit

upstart base system extra roll’n grow mats

1 - upstart
head unit

1 - 4’x25’
Roll’N grow mat

1 - piping & fitting pack
(up to 25’ distance)

Ship weight: 91lbs.

professional growers agree - Biotherm’s rzh systems 

produce better plants in less time. now you can enjoy all 

the benefits of our microclimate heating system with the 

upstart kit. proven over 40 years- easy & fast installation. 

get yours now!

roll’n grow rolls out
like a carpet!

$2499

$599
Ship weight: 43lbs.

- locally acquired domestic  gas-fired hot water heater 
40,000 btuh input

-115v single phase service

- system has been designed for up to 5 - 4’x25’ mats - if your 
application is 500 sq.ft. or less but configured differently, 
we will be happy to customize for a $250 fee

system requirements

visit BiothermSolutions.com for many other cultivation solutions.
Call us at 800.GET.HEAT | 707.794.9660


